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?rmn-2(Sl-2)  CONTAINS AN  ELEMENT  OF  ORDER m

ALBERT shar

Abstract. Let S^ be the mth reduced product complex of S"

with n an even integer greater than 2 and m any integer greater than

2. Sl = Sl_xVe™ with attaching map [/, ■•■,/]£ ^„^(S^).
Using a result of J. R. Hubbuck and a result of the author it is

proven that the Whitehead product [/', [/, •••,/]] 6 7rmn_2(5^_2)

is of order m.

In [4] James defined the mth reduced product space Xm (m a positive

integer or oo) of a complex X and proved that X^^LllZX. In this note

we will be concerned with the reduced product complex of spheres S*

for w^4 even and m^.3 and will often consider S* to be the «wth skeleton

of£25"+1.

S* is formed from Sl_x by attaching a nw-call (i.e. Sl=S^x\Jenm).

Call the attaching map [ix, ■ ■ ■ ,im]e rrnm^x(Sm_x) (see [1] or [7]).

We will prove the following

Theorem A. 1. Trnm_x(Sm_x)=Z®T (T a torsion group) and [i, •••,/]

generates the infinite cyclic summand.

2. The Whitehead product [i, [ix, • • • , im_x]] e 7rm„_2(,S™_2) is of order

m. (i e Trn(S„\_2) represents the inclusion i:Sn->Sl,_2.)

It should be noted that by A2, m[i, [i, ■ ■ ■ , i]] = 0 and that this is a

special case of the Jacobi identity for higher Whitehead products (Hardie

[2]).
The proof of A is divided into two sections. In §1 we discuss extensions

and prove all but one part of Al. §2 completes the proof.

1. Extensions. Let K=SniUaen!lU- • •KJarie"rUaenUfem where m =

n+ni and « —2>«¿—l>«i_1^2 and let K* denote the /th skeleton of K.

Let i e v (K"-1) be the class of the inclusion i: Sni-*Kn-1 and

a e ir„(Kn, Kn~x) be the class of the attaching map (i.e. ¿V=a).

James [5, 1.4, page 262] has shown that cr* : tt^F", S""1)^

TTm_x(Kn, K"'1) is a monomorphism and nm_x(Kn, K*1'1) is isomorphic
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to the direct sum of the image of a* and an infinite cyclic subgroup

generated by the relative Whitehead product [a, /].

Lemma 1.1. Let p : A"->Are/A"~1 = S" be the quotient map. Then there is

an extension ofp to K->Sn if and only ifi*(ß) e nm-i(Kn> -R"~l) lies in the

infinite cyclic summand generated by [a, i].

Proof, p extends if and only if /?*(/?) is zero in trm_xS(n). Let

p':(Kn, A"~1)->-(A", *) be induced from/?. The diagram

rrm-i(Kn) -^>  TTm_x(S^)

Ï* P'y/    |Sg

TTm_x(K\ A»"1)   <—-   TTm_i(E", A«"1)

is easily seen to commute. So if ijf(ß)=s[a, i] + o*(p) we have

P*(ß) = P*i*(ß) = P*is[a, i] + <?*ip))

= sp'Jo, i] + pX(p) = 0 + S3(p).

Since both the suspension homomorphism 2 and the boundary homo-

morphism d are isomorphisms/? extends if and only if p is zero. But a* is a

monomorphism and we get the required result.

Let ß e TTm_x(Kn). One can (James [6]) choose generators x, y and z of

dimensions «,, « and m respectively in the integral cohomology of Kn(Jßem

such that if we define h(ß), the "Hopf invariant", to be that integer with

x-y=h(ß)z, h:TTm_x(Kn)->-Z is a homomorphism.

A simple generalization [8] of a result of James [6] yields i*(ß) =

h(ß)[o, i] + a*p and by taking boundaries there exists a ß of Hopf in-

variant m if and only if h(ß)[a, /] = a^(r), for some r e Trm_2(Sn~1). So

that we get

Proposition 1.2. (1) p:Kn->-Sn extends to K if and only if i^(ß) =

h(ß)[a,i].

(2) There exists ß e Trm_x(Kn) with h(ß)=s such that p extends to

Knyjßem if and only ifs [a, i]=0.

Since H*(Q.Sn+l) is a divided power algebra on a generator of dimension

n, we have«[f, • ■ • , i]=m. Further, since the map/?:S^_x—>-Snlm~l) extends

to-S^ we get the following special case of the Jacobi identity for higher

Whitehead products [2] as a corollary of 1.2.

Corollary 1.3.   m[i, [ix, • • ■ , im_i]]=0.
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Thus, if we can prove part 1 of Theorem A, part 2 may be proven as

follows: if h[i, [/',■•■ , i]]=0 then by 1.2 there exists an element in

ir„_i(S»_i) of Hopf invariant k. But h is a homomorphism, and any

element of 7rm„_1(5m_1) is of the form /[/, • • • , i]+X and h(t[i, ■ ■ ■ , i]+X)

=tm which implies k=tm.

2. Proof of Al.    From the exact sequence

j* 3 i*
••■-*■ ^¿(S^)        ► TT^S™ , S„_i)        ► "¡-l(Sm-l)        ** VliS«) -> • • '

we have that Unm-i (Sm-i)—Z© F where Fis a torsion group.

Since h is a homomorphism and h[i, • • ■ ,i]=mv/e need only show that

h(y)=0 mod m for all y e rrmn_x(S^x).

Lemma 2.1.   For m an odd prime h(y)=0 mod m («2:4)

Proof.   This is just 3.1 of [8].

Lemma 2.2 (Hubbuck [3, 1.3]). Let Y be any space with H*(Y;Z)

free of p torsion (p a prime) and suppose that x e Hn(Y; Qv) (/i>0) and

x*=py for some y e Hvn(Y; Qv) then yp=pz for some z e Hp'n(Y; Qp).

(Qv is the ring of rational numbers with denominators prime to p.)

Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 yield

Proposition 2.3.1 Let x generate Hni(Sm_xUyenm) and define k by

xx=kxm. Then p"\ml implies px\k for all primes p.

Proof. Let/? be given. The proposition is proven by considering three

cases.

Case 1. If m=ap, p an odd prime, 0^a<p then xxn = (xx)a and the

result is a direct application of 2.1.

Case 2.    If m=apr, r^.2, 0<a</j then

xlpr - M"_1r - K/-1)! v-1]",

since the ring ^(S^U, enm) is isomorphic to Hg(£lSn+1) for q<nm,

= (pßb)av(x],r~i)a,>   where ß = 1 + p + ■ ■ ■ + pr~2 and b is an integer

= pav*bav(pcxB?)a   by 2.2 (c an integer)

= f+avßdxm.

11 would like to thank Professor Gerald Porter for demonstrating the power of 2.2

in proving theorems of this type.
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But the largestasuch that pa\(apT)\is given by <x=a+ap+- • •+apr~1and

a + apß = a + ap(\ + • • • + pr~2) = a + ap + ap2 + • • • + o/?r~1 = a

and Case 2 is proven.

Case 3. If t72_3 is arbitrary write m in its /?-adic expansion, i.e.

m=a0+aip+- • -+arpr with 0^íz¿</?. If a,=0, /=1, • • • , r— 1, this is

just Case 1 or Case 2 since a0 adds no powers of/? torn!. So assume a(^0

for some 0</<r. Then

x? = x?xr ■ ■ ■ xr' = WxJ((ai\p)xaiV) ■ ■ ■ ((arf)\ x^)

= p«.p« • • • p*bxm

where a<=2^a</'i is ^e largest power of/? which divides (a^)!. But if

a is the highest power of/? which divides «i!, a=a1 + a2+- • •+ ar and

the proposition is proven.

Al is then proven as follows: Since (in the notation of 2.3) x™~1 =

(m—\)\xm_x and h(y)xm=xxxm we have that h(y)=k\(m— \)\; then, by

2.3, m\\k, so that m\h(y) or h(y)=0 mod m.
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